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Four Chapters on Freedom 1976

exposition of an ancient aphoristic work on hindu yoga philosophy

Four Chapters on Freedom 2008

the yoga sutra dating from about the third century a d distills the essentials of a complex system of physical and spirituaol
discipline into 200 brief aphorisms barbara stoler miller s translation clearly conveys every nuance of patanjali s words and her
commentary offers invaluable guidance to anyone seeking to understand indian philosophy or the practice of yoga

Yoga 1996-12-11

dating from about the third century a d the yoga sutra distills the essence of the physical and spiritual discipline of yoga into
fewer than two hundred brief aphorisms it is the core text for any study of meditative practice revered for centuries for its
brilliant analysis of mental states and of the process by which inner liberation is achieved yet its difficulties are legendary
and until now no translation has made it fully accessible this new translation hailed by yoga journal for its unsurpassed
readability is by one of the leading sanskrit scholars of our time whose bhagavad gita has become a recognized classic it includes
an introduction to the philosophy and psychology underlying the yoga sutra the full text with explanatory commentary and a
glossary of key terms in sanskrit and english

Yoga: Discipline of Freedom 2009-10-07

as valid today as it was when first written this ancient classic outlines nothing less than a complete approach to life itself
this new edition provides a readily accessible english rendition presented side by side with the sanskrit original

Yoga : Discipline of Freedom 1996

a fresh look at yoga philosophy

Practicing Freedom 2006-05-01

the wisdom yoga sutras of vasishta are a selection of the quintessential teachings of the yoga vasishta a timeless masterpiece
filled with powerful prose which can awaken in one the absolute truth of reality when you long to know your true self and deeply
question the essence of reality then the time has come for the truth to be revealed these sutras are the key to absolute freedom
and peace wait no longer

Yoga and the Luminous 2008-10-30

the words in this book are primarily based on the wisdom of the yoga sūtras of patāñjali a compilation of threads sūtras that put
into words all that is yoga the source material for most of this book comes from this text translated by Śrī svāmī saccidānanda
although many forms of yoga exist the yogic lifestyle a foundation for freedom is based on the teachings of aṣṭāṅga yoga and the
eight limbed path to achieve ultimate liberation but instead of displaying this information in order of those limbs i have chosen
a different path one that can be easily understood from the circumstances that surround us in a contemporary and western society a
person does not need to be a yoga practitioner or have any experience with yoga to gain wisdom from the yoga sūtras this book
focuses on relationships first ultimate union as a guide to moral integrity and purity next is health as one needs a sound body
mind and spirit to achieve union and third the text focuses on abundance not necessarily in gaining vast amounts of riches but the
kind of prosperity that allows us to actualize financial freedom and supportive resources it is through a yogic lifestyle that one
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can actualize liberation changing the world from the inside out

The Wisdom Yoga Sutras of Vasishta 2019-12-29

the sutras of patanjali are presented in clear simple language with a succinct comment on each the author shows that the beauty
and psychological insight of yogic thought is available to everyone this book will interest the newcomer to yoga as well as those
who are already students of the philosophy

The Yogic Lifestyle 2020-06-12

we practice yoga to make our bodies healthy and attractive and sometimes in moments of well being spiritual intimations bubble up
from deep within and ignite the desire to know more about ourselves if we are lucky we somehow discover the yoga sutras of
patanjali which speak to the universal need for transcendent freedom and address the fundamental problem we face as we struggle to
find meaning in this uncertain binary reality the knower doer split is it safe to trust this flame of freedom burning within that
calls me to a higher destiny or should i resign myself to the shallow destiny of the crowd is there really a higher state of
consciousness a samadhi that i can access with various physical psychological and spiritual techniques that will quarantine me
from the rat race and bring peace or is it available by knowledge because i am already free as the ancient tradition of non dual
jnana yoga vedanta contends perhaps a judicious combination of action and knowledge is required in this short book i have
attempted to resolve the perennial conflict between the path of action and the path of knowledge for those who seek the inner
freedom that is our birthright

Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 1993

this is an english rendering of the classical text on yoga and meditations that maintains the poetic forms of the sutras patanjali
is to yoga what buddha is to buddhism his sutras scriptural narratives sometimes defined as literally the path to transcendence
are a darshan or philosophical worldview and method to aid the awakening of self realization patanjali reveals a set of landmarks
that enable practitioners to lift the veils and study the hidden self eventually following this path to enlightenment

Road Map to Enlightenment: Patanjali Yoga Sutras 2021-03-21

karma is the activity of doing and being it is traditionally symbolized as a rope with strands made of actions thoughts desires
and the latent subconscious tendencies of personality the effect of these constituent aspects of karma is to keep the mind in a
state of constant agitation and outward directedness in search of appeasement the result is enslavement to the many objects ideas
fantasies and pleasures which scream for the mind s attention as long as the mind remains in this scattered and dissipated
condition there can be no hope of freedom from karma in the eight lectures included in this volume swami rama offers a series of
perspectives on man s most significant responsibility that of self understanding analyzing the mechanisms of karma and the
functioning of mind swamiji demonstrates the kind of self study each student of life must undertake to gain liberation and attain
freedom from the bondage of karma

Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 2001-01-15

although the english version of this book was published more than a century ago 1912 it is in fact one of the oldest books in
history as it presents the truths that have been a part of the seminal oral book of indian practical philosophy which was
practices about two thousand years ago despite its old age the book expresses universal truth and is still topical today
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Freedom from the Bondage of Karma 2007-02-08

in this landmark book the renowned scholar of religion mircea eliade lays the groundwork for a western understanding of yoga
exploring how its guiding principle that of freedom involves remaining in the world without letting oneself be exhausted by such
conditionings as time and history drawing on years of study and experience in india eliade provides a comprehensive survey of yoga
in theory and practice from its earliest foreshadowings in the vedas through the twentieth century the subjects discussed include
patañjali author of the yoga sutras yogic techniques such as concentration on a single point postures and respiratory discipline
and yoga in relation to brahmanism buddhism tantrism oriental alchemy mystical erotism and shamanism

The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali: The Book of the Spiritual Man 2022-05-28

yoga is the path to actualization in sanskrit a beautiful and sacred language you will see throughout these pages the word yoga
translates to union union in this sense is the ultimate liberation from suffering it is the joy of being it is the contentment
felt when one sheds all earthly desires attachments and fears it is unfettered freedom although many forms of yoga exist the yogic
lifestyle a foundation for freedom is based on the teachings of aṣṭāṅga yoga and the eight limbed path to achieve ultimate
liberation but instead of displaying this information in order of those limbs i have chosen a different path one that can be
easily understood from the circumstances that surround us in a contemporary and western society a person does not need to be a
yoga practitioner or have any experience with yoga to gain wisdom from the yoga sūtras this book focuses on relationships first
ultimate union as a guide to moral integrity and purity next is health as one needs a sound body mind and spirit to achieve union
and third the text focuses on abundance not necessarily in gaining vast amounts of riches but the kind of prosperity that allows
us to actualize financial freedom and supportive resources it is through a yogic lifestyle that one can actualize liberation
changing the world from the inside out

Patanjali's Yoga Sutras 1978

a fresh translation of the writings of patanjali the first man to record the ancient practice of yoga by iyengar the man who
introduced yoga to the west serious students and teachers of yoga especially those studying iyengar yoga the most popular form in
north america will find this an indispensable guide to wholeness poise and peace

Yoga 1958

in his fifth book gregor maehle shows how all yogic techniques and methods collaborate to bring about its pinnacle the state of
samadhi the book culminates in a detailed description of the eight classical samadhis as listed in the yoga sutra both from the
practical view of content and experience and from the techniques to access them the author also shows the importance that these
states have for a new enchantment with our world nature and all beings on the way to that climax maehle dissolves misconceptions
about samadhi shows the importance of both objectless and the much neglected objective samadhi what exactly stands in the way of
their arising how obstacles are removed and dissolved the role of the teacher and the role of grace and devotion he also shows how
many other yogic techniques contribute to samadhi also covered are the future possible spiritual evolution of humanity the
difference between yoga mysticism and religion the one underlying truth and essence in all sacred traditions integration of the
mystical state samadhi enlightenment situationism and developing the center why ecstasy is important whether it is possible to
experience the world as it truly is conditioning and its historical aspect the process of deconditioning converting mind into
intelligence types of karma asking guidance and consecration the divine in the yoga sutra withdrawing the guru projection a new
way of looking at the teacher the two inner sheaths and their states wrong objectless samadhis videha and prakrtilaya samadhi and
the breathless state samadhi and chakras samadhi and mudras
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The Yogic Lifestyle: a Foundation for Freedom 2020-07-09

an original translation of a 2300 year old indian spiritual text offers reflections on the art of meditation answering questions
about what yoga is how it works and how it can be used to purify the mind and enhance one s search for knowledge 10 000 first
printing

Light on the Yoga Sūtras of Patañjali 1993

for more than 30 years yoga journal has been helping readers achieve the balance and well being they seek in their everyday lives
with every issue yoga journal strives to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their bodies
and minds we are dedicated to providing in depth thoughtful editorial on topics such as yoga food nutrition fitness wellness
travel and fashion and beauty

Samadhi 2015-08

the world s most venerated yoga teacher sheds light on life through the prism of yoga as human beings we all seek to reconcile the
paradox of how to make our way upon the earth while striving for something more permanent and profound so many seek this greater
truth in the heavens but it lies much closer than the clouds it is within us and can be found by anyone on the inward journey b k
s iyengar whose teachings on yoga are followed throughout the world reflects upon his lifetime s experience he is 89 on the yoga
path the structure of the book follows the different aspects of that path from freedom awaits through the physical body the energy
body the mental body the intellectual body the divine body to living in freedom and provides a learning framework for yoga as well
as an invaluable discourse on life a must have for anyone who practises yoga or is interested in the teachings of the east

The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 2002-01-01

pain is a harsh reality we all are familiar with at times many of us can feel mired down by the daily struggles and stressors of
life unsure if there is anything such as true peace pantajali s yoga sutras has long been recognized as an infallible guide to
discovering the eternal joy and ultimate freedom that the great masters declare to be the birthright of every human being in the
practice of the yoga sutra sadhana pada pandit tigunait elaborates on patanjali s succinct and straightforward plan to transcend
pain and embrace lasting happiness he points out the obstacles both known and unknown that prevent us from creating and living the
life we dream of and assures us that we are destined to discover our pure being and experience lasting joy in this much
anticipated sequel to the secret of the yoga sutra pandit rajmani tigunait combines his rigorous scholarly understanding of yoga
philosophy with the knowledge gained through decades of advanced yoga practice through this lens he demonstrates how patanjali s
systematic 8 part plan for mastering the roaming tendencies of the mind opens the door to infinite possibilities ushering us into
a vibrant experience of ourselves as the highest expression of the joy of our creator

Yoga Journal 1997-05

this is an english rendering of the classical text on yoga and meditations that maintains the poetic forms of the sutras patanjali
is to yoga what buddha is to buddhism his sutras scriptural narratives sometimes defined as literally the path to transcendence
are a darshan or philosophical worldview and method to aid the awakening of self realization patanjali reveals a set of landmarks
that enable practitioners to lift the veils and study the hidden self eventually following this path to enlightenment

The Yoga-sutras of Patanjali 1963

a concise and poetic rendering that conveys the essence and depth of this perennial classic of yoga this beautiful poetic
rendition of patanjali s yoga sutras was gathered from mukunda s lifetime of abiding in the good company of the saints and sages
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of the great tradition we can rely upon the fact that these words come from his own authentic experience of love and life and of
yoga please enjoy this gift of poetry from mukunda and embrace the beauty of your life every day mark whitwell author of yoga of
heart the healing power of intimate connection patanjali is to yoga what the buddha is to buddhism his yoga sutras literally the
path to transcendence are a means to profound self realization and are considered the spiritual and philosophical root of the yoga
tradition in its various forms this concise poetic rendering of the classic yoga sutra text conveys both the essence and depth of
the yoga tradition mukunda stiles had a lifelong devotion to the spiritual practice of yoga here he shares patanjali s essential
work with precision and insight he also includes a succinct line for line commentary as well as word by word sanskrit to english
translation

Light on Life 2008

the yoga sutra is the living source wisdom of the yoga tradition and is as relevant today as it was 2 200 years ago when it was
codified by the sage patanjali using this ancient yogic text as a guide we can unlock the hidden power of yoga and experience the
promise of yoga in our lives by applying its living wisdom in our practice we can achieve the purpose of life lasting fulfillment
and ultimate freedom the secret of the yoga sutra is the first practitioner oriented commentary of the yoga sutra which is fully
grounded in a living tradition it shares the essence of pandit tigunait s rigorous scholarly understanding of the yoga sutra
through the filter of experiential knowledge gained through decades of advanced yogic practices and enriched by the gift of living
wisdom he received from the masters of the himalayan tradition

The Practice of the Yoga Sutra 2017-10-03

this is a complete english translation of a highly significant sanskrit sub commentary vivarana purporting to be by sankara on the
yoga sutras of patanjali the vivarana is written with great originality the long commentary on god completely jettisons the narrow
sutra definition in favour of a supreme creator as evidenced by many ingenious arguments on the lines of the present day
cosmological anthropic principle the doctrine that the future already exists and that time is purely relative anticipate the
einstein era

井筒俊彦文庫目錄 2002

applying the teachings of this book will enliven your yoga practice and deepen your understanding of your self gary kraftsow
author of yoga for wellness and yoga for transformation patanjali s yoga sutras is the key text of yoga yet for many yoga
practitioners its deeper treasures remain either unknown or mired in obscurity ranju roy and david charlton focus on 18 of the
most important sutras and show how each one illuminates the relationship between the body the breath and the mind in a practical
clear and contemporary manner the sutras are carefully deconstructed put into context and then developed into ideas for practice
the authors examine the interplay of three key terms support direction and space they suggest that only by taking support on
something can you establish a clear direction and only then can a space open up to grow into this formula can be applied as
successfully to the body in asana as to the breath in pranayama and the mind through meditation with illustrated asana sequences
and suggested practices embodying the yoga sutra is both a practical as well as a deeply philosophical book roy and charlton give
readers a whole new vocabulary with which to understand yoga as a living vibrant and dynamic tradition

Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 2001-11-01

a readable accessible version of the ancient classic primer on the practice of yoga interpreted by a contemporary tantric yoga
master the yoga sutras is patanjali s classic text on how to experience oneness samadhi within yoga practice serious yoga students
want to bring the wisdom of the sutras to their practice but often find the text impenetrable and difficult to relate to here yogi
and tantric master alan finger offers an interpretation of the sutras that is clear and immediately relevant and he shows
contemporary practitioners that samadhi is something that they can experience here and now yoga is a process of spiritual
evolution and samadhi is as natural as breathing and available to all because it is our true nature viewed through a tantric
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framework finger shows us how the sutras describe the yogic process that both leads us to the experience of samadhi and allows us
to weave the wisdom and grace of that experience back into our everyday life

Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 2021-04-01

kundalini the primordial energy resides in all of us lying dormant at the base of our spines very few know the secret of how to
arouse it from its slumber but now with the world familiar with yoga and its efficacy the custodians of this knowledge have
thought it prudent to open the doors to hitherto secret practices and reveal the what why and how of kundalini practice kundalini
yoga for all will take you through this journey with explanations of the various stations you will encounter starting with
cleansing and tuning your body to the step by step guide of your daily kundalini yoga practice this book will empower you to
experience your highest potential in brain body and awareness to meet all challenges of life with equanimity and experience bliss
which is every human s birthright take this exciting journey within to discover the divine energy so you can enhance every sphere
of your life professional personal and spiritual

The Secret of the Yoga Sutra 2014

a wonderful translation full of contemporary insight yet luminous with eternal truth jacob needleman the yoga sutras were cast in
their present form in india around the third century b c yoga is from the sanskrit root meaning union and a sutra is a thread or
aphoristic verse the basic questions who am i where am i going what is the purpose of life are asked by each new generation and
patanjali s answers form one of the oldest and most vibrant spiritual texts in the world he explains what yoga is how it works and
exactly how to purify the mind and let it settle into absolute stillness this stillness is our own self it is the indispensable
ground for enlightenment which is the ultimate goal of all our aspirations alistair shearer s lucid introduction and superb
translation fully preserving patanjali s jewel like style bring these ancient but vital teachings to those who seek the path of
self knowledge today bell tower s series sacred teachings offers essential spiritual classics from all traditions may each book
become a trusted companion on the way of truth encouraging readers to study the wisdom of the ages and put it into practice each
day

Sankara on the Yoga Sutras 2017-01-01

a longtime yoga teacher and buddhist meditation practitioner charlotte bell describes in passionate detail how she applied the
eightfold path of the yoga sutras and the buddha s heed for mindfulness to her hectic western life with practicality and precision
grace and guts her insights honor these timeless teachings while staying relevant to contemporary life she recounts personal
stories that depict her commitment to practice in her own life in relationships music asana meditation teaching and even writing
this book and it s not all rosy she writes about self doubt and struggles all while welcoming time and again the life she has
imperfections and all charlotte bell shows by example how to be a yogi in the particularity of your own life her suggestions about
how to bring mindfulness into asana will deepen your practice her recommended daily practices or reflections will reveal new inner
landscapes mindful yoga mindful life is an inspiring guide for anyone seeking to live a yogic life

Embodying the Yoga Sutra 2019-11-01

religious therapeutics explores the relationship between psychophysical health and spiritual and health presents a model for
interpreting connections between religion and medicine in world traditions this model emerges from the work s investigation of
health and religiousness in classical yoga ayurveda and tantra three hindu traditions note worthy for the central role they accord
the body author gregory p fields compares anglo european and indian philosophies of body and health and uses fifteen determinants
of health excavated from texts of ancient hindu medicine to show that health concerns the person not the body or body mind alone
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Tantra of the Yoga Sutras 2018-12-11

sukhmani the pearl of happiness is a popular sikh text by guru arjan which inculcates the sikh religious ethos and philosophical
perspective on wellbeing and happiness the book features a new translation of this celebrated sikh text and provides the first in
depth analysis of it the sikh view on happiness begins with an overview of the nature of suffering and the attainment of happiness
in indian religions this provides the foundation for the examination of the historical social and religious context of the
sukhmani and its contribution to the development of the sikh tradition in addition to exploring the spiritual teachings of the
sukhmani nayar and sandhu draw upon the sikh understanding of the mind illness and wellbeing to both introduce key sikh
psychological concepts and illustrate the practical application of traditional healing practices in the contemporary context in
doing so they highlight the overlap of the teachings in the sukhmani with concepts and themes found in western psychotherapy such
as mindfulness meaningful living and resilience

The Yoga-sutras of Patanjali 1972

philosophers and religious leaders provides a synopsis of the lives and legacies of 200 men and women from the areas of religion
and philosophy who have changed the world these individuals have developed extended or exemplified ideas fundamental to the way
human beings perceive the meaning and purpose of their own lives and of their societies some have challenged prevailing
convictions and worked for immediate change during their lifetimes others have proposed new modes of thinking that have flourished
only after their passing

Kundalini Yoga for All 2022-06-30

this book shows how the bhagavad gītā part of the great indian epic the mahābhārata can be approached as a powerful tool for
change management and as a catalyst for organizational transformation it presents time tested leadership strategies drawn from the
bhagavad gītā that are relevant for today s leaders this book focuses on how to harmonize the needs of the individual with the
needs of society and by extension how to harmonize the needs of employees and the organization it employs an inside out leadership
development approach based on self knowledge and self mastery the two highly important areas for practicing effective self
leadership the gītā is a non sectarian spiritual text with a universal message for living a life of meaning purpose and
contribution and for leading from our authentic self it shows how to manage oneself as a necessary prelude to leading others
students and organizational leaders will learn to integrate leadership function more effectively into all aspects at the
individual team and institutional level

The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 2010-03-24

a classic work of indian philosophy that succinctly spells out how the mind works and what is needed to attain liberation in 196
short aphorisms this classic work of indian philosophy succinctly spells out how the mind works and how it is possible to use the
mind to attain liberation the yoga sūtra is a road map of human consciousness and a helpful guide to the mental states that one
encounters in meditation yoga and other spiritual practices chip hartranft s translation and extensive lucid commentary bring the
text beautifully to life he also provides useful auxiliary materials including an afterword on the legacy of the yoga sūtra and
its enduring relevance for us today

Mindful Yoga, Mindful Life 2016-08-01

Religious Therapeutics 2002
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The Sikh View on Happiness 2020-04-16

Philosophers and Religious Leaders 2013-09-13

Bhagavad Gītā and Leadership 2018-12-17

The Yoga-Sutra of Patanjali 2019-12-10
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